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The manifestations on the Divine Will are  the Gospel of his Kingdom.     
Necessity of the first Priests of the Kingdom of the Fiat. 

“My daughter, all my works give a hand to each other. 

And this is the sign that they are my works, that one is not opposed to the other. 

Rather they are so very tied between them that they sustain each other.  

 
This is so very true that having formed my elect people from which, and in which, 

-  had to be born the future Messiah,  

I formed from that same people the Priesthood,  

- which instructed the people and prepared them for the great good of the Redemption,  

I gave them laws, manifestations and inspirations, over which the sacred writings were 

formed, called Bible, and everyone was intent to the study it of It.   

 
Whence with my Coming upon the earth I didn't destroy the sacred writings 

Rather I supported them. And my Gospel announced nothing opposed to Them. 

Rather they sustained each other in an marvelous way. 

 

And with forming the new dawning Church I formed the new Priesthood,  

-  which did not distance themselves neither from the sacred writings, nor from the Gospel. 

 

Everyone was intent over Them, in order to instruct the people. And whatever one that might 
not want to draw from this welcome spring, one can say that he doesn't belong to Me, because 

they are the base of my Church and the life itself with which the people become formed.  

 

Now that which I manifest on my Divine Will and that you write,  

one can call the Gospel of the Kingdom of the Divine Will.  

Nothing opposes itself neither to the sacred writings nor to the Gospel that I announced being 

upon the earth. Rather one can call one the support of the other. 
 

And therefore I permit and call the Priests that come, that read the Gospel all of Heaven of 

the Kingdom of my Divine Fiat, in order to say as I said to the Apostles:  

preach it throughout the whole world. 

 

Because I make use of my work of the Priesthood as I had  

- the Priesthood before my coming in order to prepare the people,  

- the Priesthood of my Church in order to confirm my coming and all that which I did and said, 
thus I will have the Priesthood of the Kingdom of my Will.  

 

Behold what the so many things that I have manifested to you will serve, the so many 

surprising truths, the promises of the so many goods that I must give to the children of the 
Fiat Voluntas tua,  -Your Will be done-, will be  

- the Gospel, the base, the inexhaustible source which everyone will draw  

celestial life, the terrestrial happiness, and the restoration of their Creation.  
 

Oh! how happy they will feel who with anxiety will drink long sips in these sources of my 

knowledges, because they contain the virtue to bring the life of Heaven and of scattering 

whatever unhappiness.” (…) 
 


